Trash in Massachusetts: State of the State

After decades of focusing on the 'recycling' part of reduce, reuse, recycle, it's time to step back and truly consider the first mandate in that mantra: Reduce. We cannot recycle our way out of all the waste we create. As the attached national report chronicles, we are trashing our health and our environment by producing too much stuff, most of which ends up in landfills, incinerators, or as litter. It's time to fully embrace the goal of zero waste here in Massachusetts and around the country. This state of the state provides a synopsis of the problems we face and the solutions we should pursue in the Commonwealth.

The Problem

1. **There is too much stuff that is thrown away.** In 2016, Massachusetts residents disposed of over 5.6 million tons of solid waste into landfills and incinerators, an amount that exceeds the 5.4 million tons of solid waste disposed of in 2010, indicating that our efforts at reducing and diversion are stalling. (see Fig. 1.1 below)

2. **Massachusetts' incinerators and landfills are old and harmful to our health.** We have 7 active incinerators and 20 active landfills in MA. Landfills leak, as evidenced by the Casella landfill in Southbridge and incinerators spew pollution, such as the one in Saugus, which produces harmful toxics.

3. **We are missing opportunities to repurpose our trash.** Almost 80% of what Massachusetts burned at one of its largest incinerators in 2016 could have been reused, recycled, or composted.

4. **We can no longer ship our problems overseas.** China recently stopped accepting our ample contaminated waste exports—a wake-up call driving home the fact that we simply make and toss too much stuff.

5. **Over a quarter of our trash is food waste.** This is a double whammy because when food waste is sent to landfills it creates greenhouse gas emissions and misses an opportunity to be consumed or used as valuable composted material.

6. **Plans are made but not kept.** The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) has written master plans for each of the last three decades. The 2010-2020 Plan is only the most recent example in which goals have been set and not reached. For example, the 2010-2020 Plan set the goal of reducing annual disposal to 4.55 million tons in 2020, yet between 2010 and 2016 annual disposal hovered between 5.4 and 5.61 million tons. Without stopping and reckoning with how and why those plans fall short, the cycle will continue.
The Solution

In Massachusetts and around the country, there are many things we could do to address the problem of generating and disposing of too much waste, starting with making a commitment to zero waste as a goal. Zero waste supports a “circular” or “closed loop” economy in which we reduce what we consume, and all materials are reused, recycled, and composted in a continuous cycle. This requires:

- voluntary and legislative action to reduce waste and redirect remaining materials from disposal to recycling
- more infrastructure for collection, processing, composting, and end-use of recycled materials
- cleaner recyclables that can find their way to stable markets

Zero waste policies reduce waste, conserve resources, prevent pollution, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and put us firmly on a path to a more sustainable economy.

Tools to get to zero waste in Massachusetts already exist; including, but not limited to:

1. **Enforce our waste bans.** Though many recyclables in Massachusetts are banned from being disposed of in landfills or incinerators, these materials account for 40% of trash in the state (excluding food waste)\(^{xiii}\) – more than 2 million tons a year.\(^{xiv}\) Enforcing the waste bans would divert most if not all of that from disposal.

2. **Expand food waste diversion.** In 2014, the MassDEP banned the disposal of commercial organic waste (such as food) by businesses and institutions that dispose of more than one ton of these materials per week. As a result, there has been a significant increase in food
rescue and diversion from disposal, with the reported diversion in 2016 about 150,000 tons more than in 2014. xv

3. **Build infrastructure.** For decades, we have built and expanded landfills and incinerators. This has set us up to dispose rather than to recycle and compost. We need to turn this ship around and create the infrastructure of wide scale anaerobic digesters, curbside compost and recycling. We need to expand deposit systems that have proven to reduce waste. In 2016, more than twice as many recyclable containers without a deposit were burned in incinerators than recyclable beverage containers with a deposit. xvi

4. **Ban single use plastic.** In the last thirty years there has been an explosion of single use products, such as plastics bags, that are choking our marine life, clogging sewers and drains, increasing litter, and polluting our oceans and waterways. Many cities, states, and countries have banned plastic bags, include 80 Massachusetts cities and towns, xvii in order to significantly reduce that waste. Two big steps forward would be enacting statewide bans on plastic bags and single-use polystyrene (commonly called Styrofoam) across the Commonwealth.

5. **Strengthen markets for recycled materials.** We need to strengthen market infrastructure to help manufacturers utilize recyclable materials as feedstock, encourage and nurture innovative new ideas, and create a zero-waste business strategy.

6. **Ensure the right to repair.** In Massachusetts approximately 8,100 cellphones are thrown out each day, and it is estimated 40% of the heavy metals in U.S. landfills come from discarded electronics. xviii The “Right to Repair” gives every consumer and small business access to the parts, tools and service information they need to repair products so we can keep things in use and reduce waste.

**An Immediate Opportunity**

Right now, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) is at the beginning stages of drafting its 2020-2030 Solid Waste Master Plan. According to the MassDEP, the plan provides “the overall framework, direction, and goals for solid waste reduction and management policy in Massachusetts.” xix In order to actually make progress towards zero waste between 2020 and 2030, we need the MassDEP and our decision makers to:

1. **Rename the Solid Waste Master Plan to be the Zero Waste Master Plan.** The Zero Waste International Alliance has established a peer-reviewed, internationally accepted definition of zero waste—this is the standard we should hold ourselves to if we truly want the 2020-2030 plan to get us on the right track.

2. **Evaluate the 2010-2020 Plan.** If we do not learn from our mistakes, we are doomed to repeat them. The first step in drafting the next plan should be a robust review of the last and an assessment of which goals we are on track to meet, which we will not meet, and which we do not have the information to assess.

3. **Look at best practices around the country.** The city of San Francisco set a goal of achieving “Zero Waste by 2020” in 2002 and now diverts 80 percent of discarded materials from landfills and incinerators, xx through a variety of measures. The state of Vermont passed
a Universal Recycling Law in 2012 that phases in landfill bans over a six-year period. By 2020, all recyclable and compostable materials will be banned from landfills with a goal of reducing landfill waste by 25 percent by that time.

4. Get robust citizen input on the plan. Getting input on the Plan is a win/win—it educates the public about zero waste, and builds investment in reaching that goal. We also need to gather the input of businesses; not just waste haulers but all businesses that generate waste, from small to large.

5. Coordinate and cooperate between the DEP, municipalities, and state legislature. We need a tri-lateral working group in order to reach the goal of zero waste state-wide.

6. Enforceable goals. The plan needs more than good data and policies to succeed. It requires a commitment by the administration and the legislature to invest in staff and programs, mechanisms for automatic enforcement, scheduled reviews of progress and reevaluations of success.

7. Set better metrics and collect better data. In order to track our progress towards our goal of zero waste, we must collect needed data. We need to know how much waste we generate, and then how much annually is recycled, composted, or diverted through other means. We also need to know how much waste is disposed of or materials recycled and composted by the business and industry.

There are few incentives in America’s system of consumption and waste handling to drive individuals and businesses to change their behavior. In fact, it is often beneficial for producers to make goods intended to be used once or temporarily so that consumers continually buy more. This is why we need leadership at the state level, through legislation, through corporate responsibility, through citizen participation, and from the DEP and our administration to ensure a future of zero waste in Massachusetts.
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In 2016, the average % composition of waste combusted in the six largest incinerators in MA of the following items was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>% Composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PET Beverage Containers (non-MA deposit containers)</td>
<td>.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum Beverage Containers (non-MA deposit containers)</td>
<td>.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass Beverage Containers (non-MA deposit containers)</td>
<td>.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic MA Deposit Beverage Containers</td>
<td>.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum MA Deposit Beverage Containers</td>
<td>.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass MA Deposit Beverage Containers</td>
<td>.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total average % composition of waste combusted of plastic, aluminum, and glass beverage containers without a deposit was 1.2%, and the total average % composition of waste combusted of plastic, aluminum, and glass beverage containers with a deposit was .5%. 1.2% is more than double .5%.


